Solution brief

Host office productivity
workloads
HPE Migration Service for MS Office 365
Affordable
Determine business value and potential
cost savings quickly during upgrade
assessment
Effective
HPE Migration Service for MS Office 365
can simplify transition and mitigate risks
involved in migration

Considering Microsoft Office 365 for your office
productivity strategy? HPE offers an ideal path for
transition and migration—built on a proven track record
of design and implementation for Microsoft solutions.

Efficient
Count on a faster migration timeline,
thanks to reusable processes and a proven
methodology
Productive
Align your workforce productivity strategy
to the mobile cloud era

Figure 1: HPE Digital
Workplace framework
Connecting people and enabling
communities with MS Office 365 is also
fundamental to a transformation to a
digital workplace that delivers on universal
access to people, applications, and data.
HPE Digital Workplace framework focuses
on this transformational journey centered
on employee productivity and experience.
To begin this journey, Hewlett Packard
Enterprise offers the Workplace and
Mobility Transformation Workshop—a
proven interactive workshop and approach
that helps you achieve the critical business
and IT alignment necessary for any
transformational initiative. The output of a
full Transformation Workshop allows you to
unify your disparate workplace and mobility
efforts into a cohesive strategy and plan
with actionable next steps, including quick
improvements and long-term priorities.

Make the move
If you’re looking to streamline capital
expenditure (CAPEX) associated with your
productivity systems, and take advantage of
an operating expenditure (OPEX) approach,
while delivering new levels of reliability and
performance, then Microsoft® Office 365 can
help. When you’re ready to move to Microsoft
Exchange 2013, SharePoint 2013, or Lync® 2013,
you may be asking: what’s the best transition
path to take? Hewlett Packard Enterprise has
an answer based on a proven track record of
delivered design and implementation solutions
for Microsoft technologies: HPE Migration
Service for MS Office 365.

Take a hybrid approach
HPE Migration Service for MS Office 365
gives you the benefits of a cloud-based
implementation—an approach that blends
the public and private clouds—while retaining
full control of sensitive information. It features
predictable pricing for faster decision-making.
It employs a combination of an onsite and
automated offsite delivery methodology that
has been proven globally.
We start with an evaluation of project ROI
as part of the initial migration assessment.
This gives you the flexibility to plan
appropriately—and to choose the service
package that is best for your business.
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Benefit from Hewlett
Packard Enterprise’s
extensive experience
with Microsoft solutions
Get proven, long-term support and
reliable worldwide delivery
With more than 23,000 Microsoft-trained
and 11,000-plus Microsoft-certified
professionals, Hewlett Packard Enterprise
has one of the largest, most specialized
forces of consultants and support
professionals for Microsoft environments.
Today, Hewlett Packard Enterprise has
more than 19 million Microsoft Exchange
Server and over one million Microsoft
SharePoint Server seats deployed or
under management. As Microsoft’s
largest OEM and Gold Certified Partner,
HP (now Hewlett Packard Enterprise)
has been named five times as “Microsoft
Global Enterprise Partner of the Year.”

Subsequently, we take an industrialized
approach to your Office 365 migration. Based
on a combination of tools and templates
derived from our significant experience with
Microsoft solutions, we deliver your migration
using proven, high-quality methodology. Our
onsite consultants work with you, while the
HPE offsite team executes the migration,
making sure the process is in sync with
your plans. We work together with you to
build the right solution using an ideal mix
of repeatable procedures, templates, and
pre-tested components—helping to greatly
reduce time and costs.
Choose the service that’s right for you
Our experienced consultants provide
a comprehensive range of migration
services based on your specific needs and
at pre-determined pricing. This lets you
better evaluate the costs up front, and
then make the appropriate choice.
• Hybrid configuration services
––You decide which workloads and user data
to keep on premise and which to put in the
cloud; we design the technical configuration
and migration process to make it happen.
• Migration services
––Pre-migration: We work with your IT leaders
to facilitate effective end-user adoption of
the new Office 365 environment.
––Post-migration: We work with you to plan
for additional workloads that can benefit
from this hybrid cloud approach.
• Customization services
––Regardless of where workloads are hosted,
we customize your solution design so that
all the key stakeholders can appropriately
access necessary information—from any
device they choose.
The industrialized delivery model of the
HPE Migration Service for MS Office 365
promotes standardization and reuse. As a result,
you can reduce time and costs while increasing
productivity, predictability, and quality of work.

Estimate your migration investment
We combine our industrialized approach and
fixed-price model with known parameters
to help you identify and evaluate the
approximate costs of the entire transition.
Factoring in all of this information, you can
then make the appropriate choice from the
available options.
Know your resource requirements
before you begin
Because you’re using our predefined
methodology, you don’t need to involve all
of your IT resources in the migration project.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise shares execution
and project management, giving you more
time to keep your resources focused on
strategic areas that are of equal importance to
your business.
Count on full lifecycle expertise for
your complete hybrid Office 365 solution
Hewlett Packard Enterprise offers a
comprehensive range of services to support
Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft SharePoint
Server, or Microsoft Lync Server and all aspects
of the Microsoft Office infrastructure—from
strategy and design to transition, operation, and
continual improvement.
Take advantage of the HPE Readiness
Workshop for MS Office 365
Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s workshop
approach is an excellent way to help you
begin to develop a high-level approach to
dealing with complex technology transitions.
The goal of this one-day HPE Readiness
Workshop for MS Office 365 is to arrive at a
suitable approach for your organization to
implement MS Office 365 successfully, with a
highly interactive slide-free format, facilitated
by experienced HPE consultants.

Learn more at

hp.com/services/mobility
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